**DAY 1 | MON 13.05**

**PALAZZO GIULIARI**
Sala Barbieri | Via dell’Artiglierie, 8

09.30 Welcome and Registration
10.00 Presentation of the University of Verona and self presentation of participants
11.00 Campus Tour
12.30 Light lunch

ROOM 1.16 | Via Paradiso, 6
14.00 Italian language training session
15.30 Walking guided tour in Verona
19.00 Social dinner

**DAY 2 | TUE 14.05**

Meeting point: PALAZZO GIULIARI
09.30 Workshops and round table:

- Marketing and Recruitment of international students
- How to manage Erasmus traineeships for incoming students
12.30 Lunch break

POLO ZANOTTO
Ground Floor | Viale dell’Università, 4
14.00 International University Fair
Participants will promote their home Universities

**DAY 3 | WED 15.05**

Meeting point: PALAZZO GIULIARI
09.30 Workshops and round table:

- International Office innovative tools and new trends
- Erasmus Without Paper
- How to organize an attractive Erasmus Staff Training Week
12.30 Lunch break
14.00 Masterclass
Some remarks on the social and cognitive advantages of multilingualism
16.00 Closing session and feedback on training activities

**DAY 4 | THU 16.05**

Meeting point: POLO ZANOTTO
In front of the main entrance
Viale dell’Università, 4
09.00 | 15.00

- VISIT to “Villa Lebrecht” San Pietro in Cariano
- WINE EXPERIENCE at “Gamba Winery” in Valpolicella
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